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Abstract
Suppose that E is a bounded domain of class C2;l in Rd and L is a uniformly
elliptic operator in E: The set U of all positive solutions of the equation Lu ¼ cðuÞ
in E was investigated by a number of authors for various classes of functions c: In
Dynkin and Kuznetsov (Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 51 (1998) 897) we deﬁned, for
every Borel subset G of @E; two such solutions uGpwG: We also introduced a class of
solutions un in 1–1 correspondence with a certain class N0 of s-ﬁnite measures n
on @E: With every uAU we associated a pair ðG; nÞ where G is a Borel subset
of @E and nAN0: We called this pair the ﬁne boundary trace of u and we denoted
in trðuÞ:
Let u"v stand for the maximal solution dominated by u þ v: We say that u belongs to the
class EL;c if the condition trðuÞ ¼ ðG; nÞ implies that upwG"un and we say that u belongs to
EL;c if the condition trðuÞ ¼ ðG; nÞ implies that uXuG"un:
It was proved in Dynkin and Kuznetsov (1998) that, under minimal assumptions on L and
c; the class EL;c contains all bounded domains. It follows from results of Mselati (The´se de
Doctorat de l’Universite´ Paris 6, 2002; C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris Se´r. I 332 (2002); Mem. Amer.
Math. Soc. (2003), to appear), that all E of the class C4 belong to ED;c where D is the
Laplacian and cðuÞ ¼ u2: [Mselati proved that, in his case, uG ¼ wG and therefore the
condition trðuÞ ¼ ðG; nÞ implies u ¼ uG"un ¼ wG"un:]
By modifying Mselati’s arguments, we extend his result to cðuÞ ¼ ua with 1oap2 and all
bounded domains of class C2;l:
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We start from proving a general localization theorem: EAEL;c under broad assumptions
on L; c if, for every yA@E there exists a domain E0AEL;c such that E0CE and @E-@E0
contains a neighborhood of y in @E:
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1. Introduction
1.1. Equation Lu ¼ cðuÞ. Before we state the results, we give a brief description of
our setting (which is the same as in [Dy02]).
We consider a second-order differential operator
LuðxÞ ¼
Xd
i;j¼1
aijðxÞ @
2uðxÞ
@xi@xj
þ
Xd
i¼1
biðxÞ @uðxÞ
@xi
ð1:1Þ
in a bounded smooth domain E: (We use this name for domains of class C2;l:) We
assume that aijðxÞ ¼ ajiðxÞ and that:
1.1.A. There exists a constant k40 such thatX
aijðxÞtitjXk
X
t2i for all xAE; t1;y; tdAR:
1.1.B. All coefﬁcients aijðxÞ and biðxÞ are Ho¨lder continuous in %E:
Our objective is to investigate the set U of all positive solutions of the equation
Lu ¼ cðuÞ in E: ð1:2Þ
Here c is a function on E  Rþ and cðuÞ is an abbreviation for cðx; uðxÞÞ: We
assume that c satisﬁes conditions:
1.1.C. For every x; cðx; Þ is convex and cðx; 0Þ ¼ 0; cðx; uÞ40 for u40:
1.1.D. cðx; uÞ is continuously differentiable.
1.1.E. c is locally Lipschitz continuous in u uniformly in x: for every tARþ; there
exists a constant ct such that
jcðx; u1Þ 
 cðx; u2Þjpctju1 
 u2j for all xAE; u1; u2A½0; t:
1.1.F. There is a constant a such that
cðx; 2uÞpacðx; uÞ
for all u and x:
1.1.G. Function @cðx;uÞ@u is continuously differentiable.
1.1.H. (The Keller–Osserman condition)
RN
N
ds½R s0 cðuÞ du
1=2oN for some
N40:
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Condition 1.1.C implies that cðx; u1Þpcðx; u2Þ for all 0pu1ou2 and the Keller–
Osserman condition implies the existence of a maximal element in every class UðDÞ:1
1.2. Singular points of a solution. We consider the tangent cone to U at point u which
we deﬁne as the set of tangent vectors v to all smooth curves ut in U with the
properties:
(a) u0 ¼ u and utAU for 0ptoe;
(b) utðxÞ is monotone increasing in t:
Condition (a) implies that Lut ¼ cðutÞ for 0ptoe and therefore vðxÞ ¼
@utðxÞ=@tjt¼0 satisﬁes a linear equation
Lv ¼ av ð1:3Þ
where
a ¼ c0ðuÞ:
We use abbreviation c0ðuÞ for @cðx;uÞ@u
 
: Since c is monotone increasing in u;
aðxÞX0:
Condition (b) implies that vðxÞX0: There exists a function kaðx; yÞ; xAE; yA@E
(the Poisson kernel) such that every positive solution of (1.3) has an integral
representation
hðxÞ ¼
Z
@E
kaðx; yÞnðdyÞ; ð1:4Þ
where n is a ﬁnite measure on @E: If a is bounded, then ka is strictly positive.
However, if a blows up sufﬁciently fast near yA@E; then kaðx; yÞ ¼ 0 for all x: If this
is the case, then we call y a point of rapid growth for a. We say that yA@E is a singular
point of uAU and we write yASGðuÞ if y is a point of rapid growth of c0ðuÞ; i.e., if
kc0ðuÞðx; yÞ ¼ 0 for all xAE:2
1.3. Solutions un; uG and wG. Denote by HðDÞ the class of positive solutions of the
equation Lu ¼ 0 in D and putH ¼HðEÞ: (We call elements ofH harmonic (or L-
harmonic) functions.) The formula
hnðxÞ ¼
Z
@E
kðx; yÞnðdyÞ ð1:5Þ
deﬁnes a 1–1 correspondence between H and the set Mð@EÞ of all ﬁnite measures
on G: (The function kðx; yÞ is a special case of the kernel kaðx; yÞ corresponding to
the value a ¼ 0:)
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Put nAN1 if the integral equation
3
u þ GcðuÞ ¼ hn
has a positive solution (we denote it un). Put nAN0 if there exists a monotone
increasing sequence of measures nnAN1 such that nnmn: The mapping n-un from
N1 toU can be continued to a monotone mapping fromN0 toU: We call a solution
un moderate if nAN1 and s-moderate if nAN0:
For every Borel set BC@E; we deﬁne N1ðBÞ as the class of all measures nAN1
that do not charge Bc: It is proved that the supremum uðxÞ of umðxÞ over all
mAN1ðBÞ belongs to U: We denote it uB:
For every compact subset K of @E there exists a maximal solution wK of the
problem
Lu ¼ cðuÞ in E;
u ¼ 0 on @E \K : ð1:6Þ
To every Borel set GC@E; there corresponds a solution wG equal to the supremum of
wK over all compact subsets K of G: We have
wGXun for all nAN1ðGÞ: ð1:7Þ
Let u; vAU: We denote by u"v the maximal solution dominated by u þ v: If uXv;
then u~v stands for the minimal solution which dominates u 
 v:
1.4. Main results. The fine trace trðuÞ of a solution u is a pair ðG; nÞ where G ¼ SGðuÞ
and n is deﬁned on Borel sets BC@E by the formula
nðBÞ ¼ supfmðBÞ : mAN1; mðGÞ ¼ 0; umpug: ð1:8Þ
It is proved (see [Dy02, Section 11.7.1]) that n is a s-ﬁnite measure which belongs to
N0 and that
uG"unpu: ð1:9Þ
(Moreover, uG"un is the maximal s-moderate solution dominated by u:)
Recall that E belongs to the class EL;c if:
(A) The condition trðuÞ ¼ ðG; nÞ implies that upwG"un:
We prove:
Theorem 1.1. The following condition is sufficient for E to be in class EL;c:
(B) If trðuÞ ¼ ðL; nÞ and if LCGC@E and n is concentrated on G; then upwG:
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Theorem 1.2. E belongs to EL;c if, for every yA@E; there exists a domain E0AEL;c
such that E 0CE and @E0-@E contains a neighborhood of y in @E:
Theorem 1.3. All bounded smooth domains belong to ED;c where D is the Laplacian
and
cðuÞ ¼ ua; 1oap2: ð1:10Þ
1.5. The state of the classiﬁcation program. A program to describe the set U of all
positive solutions of Eq. (1.2) has been initiated by Dynkin in the earlier 1990s.
Important results in this direction were obtained by Le Gall and by Marcus and
Ve´ron. All s-moderate solutions were described by Dynkin and Kuznetsov [DK98]
under assumptions 1.1.A–1.1.H. In the Epilogue to the monograph [Dy02] the
following key problem was formulated: Is every solution s-moderate? As a step for a
solution of this problem, a question was posed: Is wG ¼ uG for every Borel boundary
set G? In [Ms02a,Ms02b,Ms03], Mselati gave positive answers to both questions in
the case of the equation Du ¼ u2: The present paper is inspired by his results. The
main probabilistic tool of Mselati is the Brownian snake introduced by Le Gall. This
tool does not work even for the equation
Du ¼ ua ð1:11Þ
with aa2 and we replace it by superdiffusions.
The problem of classiﬁcation of solutions u by their traces ðG; nÞ can be split into
three parts:
A. Find a lower bound in terms uG and un:
B. Find an upper bound in terms wG and un:
C. Prove that uG ¼ wG:
Problem A was settled in [DK98]. In [Ms02a,Ms03] a solution of problem C
preceeds the investigation of B. We study B independently of C. We use extensively
Mselati’s arguments which we translate into the language of superdiffusions. We also
develop some new tools to replace the Hilbert space techniques and capacities Cap@
used in [Ms02a,Ms03]. In Sections 2 and 3, we describe our analytic and probabilistic
tools while referring for proofs, as a rule, to [Dy02]. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved
in Section 4 and Theorem 1.3 is proved in Section 5.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on self-similarity of Eq. (1.11) which does not hold
for a more general equation (1.2). Fresh ideas are needed to make the next step and
to extend Theorem 1.3 to such equation.
Problem C remains open even for Eq. (1.11) with aa2: This is the most
challenging outstanding part of the classiﬁcation problem. For a ¼ 2; problem C is
solved in Chapter 3 of Mselati’s memoir [Ms03]. The solution consists of two parts:
upper bounds for wG in terms of a boundary capacity Cap@ and lower bounds for
certain s-moderate solutions. Recently, Kuznetsov [Ku03] succeeded in extending
the ﬁrst part to the general a (with Cap@ replaced by the Poisson capacity). The
second part still waits for its resolution.
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2. Analytic tools
2.1. Operators KD; GD and VD. To every open subset D of E there correspond the
Poisson operator KD and Green’s operator GD: If D is bounded and smooth, then,
for every function jABð@DÞ;
KDjðxÞ ¼
Z
@D
kDðx; yÞjðxÞgðdyÞ; ð2:1Þ
where kDðx; yÞ is the Poisson kernel in D and g is the normalized surface area on @D:
If j is continuous, then h ¼ KDj is a unique solution of the Dirichlet problem
Lh ¼ 0 in D;
h ¼ j on @D:
(We write h ¼ j at exA@D if hðxÞ-jðexÞ as x-ex; xAD:) For every fABðDÞ;
GDf ðxÞ ¼
Z
D
gDðx; yÞf ðyÞ dy: ð2:2Þ
gDðx; yÞ is called the Green function for L in D: If f is Ho¨lder continuous in %D; then
u ¼ GDf is a unique solution of the problem
Lu ¼ 
f in D;
u ¼ 0 on @D:
By Theorem 4.3.1 in [Dy02], if c satisﬁes conditions 1.1.C and 1.1.E, then, for
every fAbBð %EÞ4 and for every DCE; there exists a unique solution of the equation
u þ GDcðuÞ ¼ KDf : ð2:3Þ
We denote it VDð f Þ: We have:5
2.1.A. VDð f ÞpKDð f Þ; in particular, VDðcÞpc for every constant c:
2.1.B. If fpef ; then VDð f ÞpVDðef Þ:
2.1.C. If fnmf ; then VDð fnÞmVDð f Þ:
2.1.D. For every D and every Borel f : @D-½0;N; the function u ¼ VDð f Þ
belongs to UðDÞ: If D is smooth and if f is continuous in a neighborhood U of
%xA@D; then u ¼ f at ex:
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Properties 2.1.B–2.1.C allow us to deﬁne VDð f Þ for all fABð %DÞ by the formula
VDð f Þ ¼ sup
c
VDð f4cÞ: ð2:4Þ
Eq. (2.3) and conditions 2.1.B–2.1.D are preserved under this extension. The
extended operators have also the properties:
2.1.E. If f ¼ 0 off a Borel set GC@E; then
VEð f ÞpwG: ð2:5Þ
This follows from 2.1.D and the deﬁnition of wG:
2.1.F. If c satisﬁes condition 1.1.C, then
VDð f1 þ f2ÞpVDð f1Þ þ VDð f2Þ ð2:6Þ
for all f1; f2X0:
(See [Dy02], Theorem 8.2.1.)
We write D!E if %DCE: We say that a sequence Dn exhausts E if
D1!D2!?!Dn!? and E is the union of Dn:
2.1.G. If Dn exhaust a bounded smooth domain D and if f is a continuous
function on %D; then VDnð f ÞðxÞ-VDð f ÞðxÞ:
Proof. Let enk0: Functions f and u ¼ VDð f Þ are uniformly continuous in %D: Hence,
there exists dn40 such that jf ðxÞ 
 f ðexÞjoen and juðxÞ 
 uðexÞjoen for jx 
 %xjodn:
Note that maxxA@Dn dðx; @DÞ-0: Therefore, if n is sufﬁciently large, then, for every
xA@Dn; there exists exA@D such that jx 
 exjodn: We have jf ðxÞ 
 f ðexÞjoen; juðxÞ 

uðexÞjoen: By 2.1.D, uðexÞ ¼ f ð %xÞ: Hence
f ðxÞpuðxÞ þ 2en; uðxÞpf ðxÞ þ 2en for all xA@Dn:
By 2.1.F and 2.1.A, VDnð f ÞpVDnðuÞ þ 2en and VDnðuÞpVDnð f Þ þ 2en: &
2.2. On solutions of Lu ¼ cðuÞ. The next three propositions can also be found in
Section 8.2.1 of [Dy02]:
2.2.A (Mean value property) If uAUðDÞ; then, for every U !D; VUðuÞ ¼ u and
therefore u þ GUcðuÞ ¼ KU u:
2.2.B. (Comparison principle) Suppose D is bounded. Then upv assuming that u;
vAC2ðDÞ;
Lu 
 cðuÞXLv 
 cðvÞ in D ð2:7Þ
and, for every exA@D;
lim sup½uðxÞ 
 vðxÞp0 as x-ex: ð2:8Þ
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2.2.C. If D is a bounded smooth domain and if a function f : @D-½0;NÞ is
continuous, then u ¼ VDð f Þ is a unique solution of the problem
Lu ¼ cðuÞ in D;
u ¼ f on @D: ð2:9Þ
We also need the following property proved in [Ms02a, Proposition 1.3.3], (see
also [Ms03, Proposition 1.12]).6
2.2.D. Every sequence unAU contains a subsequence uni which converges
uniformly on every D!E to an element of U:
2.3. On relations between solutions of Lu ¼ cðuÞ and harmonic functions. We say that
an element u of U is a moderate solution if uph for some hAH: The formula
u þ GcðuÞ ¼ h ð2:10Þ
establishes a 1–1 correspondence between the set U1 of moderate solutions and a
subset H1 of H: h is the minimal harmonic function dominating u; and u is the
maximal solution dominated by h: Moderate solutions can be labelled by measures
nAN1: un is the solution corresponding to hnAN1 which is deﬁned by (1.5).
(The correspondence n2un is 1–1 and monotonic.)
We need the following properties of H1 and U1:
2.3.A. If hAH1 and if h0ph belongs to H; then h0AH1:7
2.3.B. H1 is a convex cone (that is it is closed under addition and under
multiplication by positive numbers).8
2.3.C. hn ¼ 0 on a subset B of @E if and only if nðBÞ ¼ 0:
This follows from (1.5) because kðx; yÞ40 for all xAE; yA@E:
2.3.D. If nAN1 and G is a closed subset of @E; then un ¼ 0 on O ¼ @E \G if and only
if nðOÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. If nðOÞ ¼ 0; then hn ¼ 0 on O by 2.3.C, and un ¼ 0 on O because unphn by
(2.10).
On the other hand, if un ¼ 0 on O; then nðKÞ ¼ 0 for every closed subset K of O:
Indeed, if Z is the restriction of n to K ; then uZ ¼ 0 on G because ZðGÞ ¼ 0: We also
have uZpun ¼ 0 on O: Hence uZ ¼ 0 on @E: The Comparison principle 2.2.B implies
that uZ ¼ 0: Therefore Z ¼ 0: &
2.3.E. If nAN1 and G is a closed subset of @E; then unpwG if and only if nAN1ðGÞ:9
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Proof. If unpwG; then un ¼ 0 on O ¼ @E \G by the deﬁnition of wG and nðOÞ ¼ 0 by
2.3.D. If nðOÞ ¼ 0; then hn ¼ 0 on O by 2.3.C and unphn ¼ 0 on O: Hence unpwG by
the deﬁnition of wG: &
2.3.F. If hAH and if GcðhÞðxÞoN for some xAE; then hAH1:
(See Proposition 12.2.1.A in [Dy02]).10
3. Probabilistic tools
3.1. L-diffusion. To every operator L subject to conditions 1.1.A–1.1.B there
corresponds a strong Markov process x ¼ ðxt;PxÞ in E called L-diffusion. The path
xt is deﬁned on a random interval ½0; zÞ: It is continuous and its limit xz as t-z
belongs to @E:
There exists a function ptðx; yÞ40; t40; x; yAE (called the transition density)
such that: Z
E
psðx; zÞ dzptðz; yÞ ¼ psþtðx; yÞ for all s; t40; x; yAE
and, for every fABðEÞ;
Px f ðxtÞ ¼
Z
E
ptðx; yÞf ðyÞdy:
[Writing fAB means that fX0 is a Borel function on E:]
An L-diffusion has the following properties:
3.1.A If tD is the ﬁrst exit time of x from a domain DCE; then, for every fABðEÞ;
Px f ðxtDÞ ¼ KDf ðxÞ and GDf ðxÞ ¼ Px
Z tD
0
f ðxsÞds: ð3:1Þ
([Dy02, Sections 6.2.4–6.2.5].)
3.1.B. If a function vX0 is continuous on %E and satisﬁes Eq. (1.3), then
vðxÞ ¼ PxvðxzÞexp 

Z z
0
aðxsÞ ds
 
: ð3:2Þ
([Dy02, 6.3.2.A].)
3.1.C. If D is a smooth subdomain of E and t ¼ tD; then
kDðx; yÞ ¼ kðx; yÞ 
Px1tozkðxt; yÞ for all xAE; yA@E-@D: ð3:3Þ
([Dy02, 6.2.5.D].)
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3.2. h-transform. For every diffusion x; we denote by Fxpt the s-algebra generated
by xs; spt and byFx the minimal s-algebra which contains allFxpt: Let ptðx; yÞ be
the transition density of x and let hAH: To every xAE there corresponds a ﬁnite
measure Phx on F
x such that, for all 0ot1o?otn and every Borel sets B1;y; Bn;
Phxfxt1AB1;y; xtnABng
¼
Z
B1
dz1y
Z
Bn
dzn pt1ðx; z1Þpt2
t1ðz1; z2Þyptn
tn
1ðzn
1; znÞhðznÞ: ð3:4Þ
Note that PhxðOÞ ¼ hðxÞ and therefore ePhx ¼ Phx=hðxÞ is a probability measure.
ðxt; ePhxÞ is a strong Markov process with continuous paths and with the transition
density
pht ðx; yÞ ¼
1
hðxÞ ptðx; yÞhðyÞ: ð3:5Þ
We use the following properties of h-transforms.
3.2.A. If YAFxpt; then
PhxY ¼ PxYhðxtÞ:
(This follows immediately from (3.4).)
3.2.B. For every stopping time t and every pre-t positive Y ;
PhxY1toz ¼ PxYhðxtÞ:
(See [Dy02], Lemma 7.3.1.)
3.3. Conditional L-diffusion. For every xAE; yA@E; we put Pzx ¼ Phx where hðÞ ¼
kð; zÞ: Put Z ¼ xz: It follows from (2.1) and (3.1) that, for every fABð@EÞ;
Px f ðZÞ ¼
Z
@E
kðx; zÞgðdzÞ: ð3:6Þ
Therefore
Pxkðy; ZÞ f ðZÞ ¼
Z
@E
kðx; zÞkðy; zÞgðdzÞ ð3:7Þ
is symmetric in x; y:
Lemma 3.1. 11For every YAFx and every fABð@EÞ;
PxYf ðZÞ ¼ Px f ðZÞePZx Y : ð3:8Þ
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Proof. It is sufﬁcient to prove (3.8) for Y ¼ eY1toz where YAFxpt: By 3.2.A,
ePzxY ¼ kðx; zÞ
1PzxY ¼ kðx; zÞ
1PxYkðxt; zÞ:
Therefore the right part in (3.8) can be interpreted asZ
O0
Pxðdo0Þf ðZðo0ÞÞkðx; Zðo0ÞÞ
1
Z
O
ePxðdoÞY ðoÞkðxtðoÞ; Zðo0ÞÞ:
Fubini’s theorem and (3.7) yield that this expression is equal toZ
O
PxðdoÞYðoÞ
Z
O0
Pxðdo0Þ f ðZðo0ÞÞkðxtðoÞ; Zðo0ÞÞkðx; zðo0ÞÞ
1
¼
Z
O
PxðdoÞYðoÞ
Z
@E
f ðzÞkðxtðoÞ; zÞgðdzÞ ¼ PxYPxt f ðZÞ:
By the Markov property of x; this is equal to the left side in (3.8). &
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that x0 is the part of x in a smooth subdomain D of E and let
t ¼ tD: Put 0Pyx ¼ Phx where hðÞ ¼ kDð; yÞ: We have
0PyxY ¼ PyxY1t¼z ð3:9Þ
for all xAD; yA@E-@D and for all YAFx0 :
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to prove (3.9) for Y ¼ eY1toz where eYAFx0pt: By 3.2.A, (3.3),
3.2.B and Markov property of x;
0PyxY ¼PxYkDðx0t; yÞ ¼ PxY ½kðxtÞ 
Pxt1tozkðxt; yÞ
¼PxYkðxt; yÞ 
PxY1tozkðxt; yÞ ¼ PyxY 
PyxY1toz: &
3.4. ðL;cÞ-superdiffusion. Suppose that to every open set DCE end every
mAMðEÞ12 there corresponds a random measure ðXD; PmÞ on %E such that, for every
fABð %EÞ;
Pme

/ f ;XDS ¼ e
/VDð f Þ;mS: ð3:10Þ
We call the family X ¼ ðXD; PmÞ an ðL;cÞ-superdiffusion. The existence of a ðL;cÞ-
superdiffusion is proved for a convex class of functions c which contains
cðuÞ ¼ ua; 1oap2: ð3:11Þ
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We put Px ¼ Pdx where dx is the unit mass concentrated at x: Clearly,
VDf ðxÞ ¼ 
log Pxe
/ f ;XDS: ð3:12Þ
Denote by M the s-algebra in MðEÞ generated by the functions FðmÞ ¼ /f ; mS
with fABðEÞ and let F stand for the s-algebra in O generated by XD: It follows
from (3.10) that HðmÞ ¼ PmY is M-measurable for every F-measurable YX0: We
use the following Markov property of X :13
Suppose that YX0 is measurable with respect to the s-algebraFCD generated by
XD0 ; D
0CD and ZX0 is measurable with respect to the s-algebraF*D generated by
XD00 ; D
00*D: Then
PmðYZÞ ¼ PmðYPXD ZÞ: ð3:13Þ
3.5. Stochastic boundary values. Suppose that uABðEÞ and
lim/u; XDnS ¼ Zu a:s: ð3:14Þ
for every sequence Dn exhausting E.
14 Then we say that Zu is a stochastic boundary
value of u and we write Zu ¼ SBVðuÞ: Clearly, Zu is determined by u uniquely up to
equivalence. We have:
3.5.A. A stochastic boundary value Zu exists for every uAU and
uðXÞ ¼ 
log Pxe
zu :
In particular, for every nAN0
unðXÞ ¼ 
log Pxe
zn
where
Zn ¼ SBVðunÞ:
If nAN1; then PxZn ¼ hnðxÞ and
un þ GcðunÞ ¼ hn:
3.5.B. Put ZAZ if Z ¼ SBVðuÞ for some uAU: If Z1; Z2AZ; then Z1 þ Z2AZ and

log Pxe
Z1
Z2p
 log Px e
Z1 
 log Pxe
Z2 : ð3:15Þ
3.5.C. If Z1;y; Zn;yAZ and if Zn-Z a.s., then ZAZ:
3.5.D. If ZAZ and if hðxÞ ¼ PxZ is ﬁnite at some point xAE; then hAH1 and
uðxÞ ¼ 
log Pxe
Z is a moderate solution.
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These properties follow from the results of Chapter 9 in [Dy02] (see Theorems
9.1.1–9.1.3 and propositions in Section 9.2.2).
We also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that f is a continuous function on the closure %E of a smooth
domain E. If u ¼ VEð f Þ; then Zu ¼ /u; XES a.s.
Proof. Consider a sequence Dn exhausting E and put Yn ¼ /u; XDnS; Y ¼ /u; XES:
We have
Pxðe
Yn 
 e
Y Þ2 ¼ Pxe
2Yn þ Pxe
2Y 
 2PxE
Yn
Y :
By (3.10), the ﬁrst two terms are equal to e
VDn ð2uÞðxÞ and e
VEð2uÞðxÞ: By (3.13) and
(3.10), the third term is equal to
Pxe

Yn PXDn e

Y ¼ Pxe
/F ;XDnS ¼ e
VDn ðFÞðxÞ;
where F ¼ f þ VEðuÞ is a continuous function on %E: By 2.1.E, VDnð2uÞ-VEð2uÞ ¼
v1 and VDnðFÞ-VEðFÞ ¼ v2: Note that u ¼ VEðuÞ ¼ f on @E: By 2.1.D, v1 ¼ v2 ¼
2f on @E: By 2.2.B, v1 ¼ v2 in E: Hence, e
Yn-e
Y in L2ðPxÞ: On the other hand,
e
Yn-e
Zu Px-a.s. Therefore Y ¼ Zu a.s. &
3.6. On solutions wG. The range of X is a minimal closed set R such that, for
every DCE and every mAMð %EÞ; the measure XD is concentrated, Pm-a.s., on R:
We have
wGðxÞ ¼ 
log PxfR-G ¼ |g: ð3:16Þ
(See [Dy02], Theorem 10.1.3)
We need the following properties of wG:
3.6.A. For every Borel set GC@E; wGðxÞ is equal to the inﬁmum of wOðxÞ over all
open subsets O of @E:
(This follows from relations (3.1) and (3.6) in Chapter 10 of [Dy02].)
3.6.B. If GCA,B; then wGpwA þ wB:
(see [Dy02], 10.1.3.A and 10.1.3.E.)
3.7. A relation between superdiffusions and conditional diffusions. 15 For every uAU
and every nAN0;
PxZne

Zu ¼ e
uðxÞ
Z
@E
Pyxe

FðuÞnðdyÞ; ð3:17Þ
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where
FðuÞ ¼
Z z
0
c0½uðxtÞdt: ð3:18Þ
This relation can be used to prove that the condition
PyxfFðuÞoNg ¼ 0 for some xAE
is sufﬁcient and the condition
PyxfFðuÞoNg ¼ 0 for all xAE
is necessary for yA@E to be singular for u:16 (Recall that an analytic deﬁnition of
singular points was given in the Introduction.)
4. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We need to prove that condition (B) implies condition
(A). Let trðuÞ ¼ ðG; nÞ: We will prove that upwG"un by applying (B) to v ¼ u~un:
(It follows from (1.8) that unpu:) It is easy to check that v"un ¼ u:
Let trðu~unÞ ¼ ðL; mÞ: Clearly LCG: If we show that mðGcÞ ¼ 0; then (B) will
imply that vpwG and therefore u ¼ v"unpwG"un:
It remains to prove that mðGcÞ ¼ 0: By the deﬁnition of the trace,
mðGcÞ ¼ supflðGcÞ : lAN1; lðGÞ ¼ 0; ulpvg: ð4:1Þ
If lAN1; lðGÞ ¼ 0; ulpv; then ðlþ nÞðGÞ ¼ 0; lþ nAN1 by 2.3.B and ulþn ¼
ul"unpv"un ¼ u: By (1.8), lþ npn: Hence l ¼ 0 and mðGcÞ ¼ 0 by (4.1). &
4.2. Preparation for proving Theorem 1.2. Suppose that E0 is a smooth subdomain of
a bounded smooth domain E: Put A ¼ @E-@E0 and denote by A0 the set of yAA
such that dðy; @E0 \AÞ40:
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Denote by k0 the Poisson kernel of L in E0: If n is a finite measure on A
and if
hðxÞ ¼
Z
A
kðx; yÞnðdyÞ;
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then
hðxÞ ¼
Z
A
k0ðx; yÞn0ðdyÞ; ð4:2Þ
where
n0ðdyÞ ¼ aðyÞnðdyÞ on A: ð4:3Þ
Proof. The restriction of kyðxÞ ¼ kðx; yÞ to E0 is harmonic in E0 and therefore it has
a unique representation in the form
kyðxÞ ¼
Z
@E0
k0ðx; zÞsyðdzÞ:
If yAA and G is a closed subset of ACfyg; then qðxÞ ¼ RG k0ðx; yÞsnðdyÞpkyðxÞ is a
harmonic function in E0 vanishing on @E0\G: It vanishes also on G because so does
kyðxÞ: We conclude that syðA\fygÞ ¼ 0:
hðxÞ ¼
Z
A
nðdyÞkyðxÞ ¼
Z
@E0
k0ðx; zÞsnðdzÞ for xAE 0 ð4:4Þ
where sn ¼
R
A
nðdyÞsy: By comparing (4.2) with (4.4) we conclude n0 ¼ sn: Since sn
does not charge A \fyg; we get (4.3) with aðyÞ ¼ snfyg: &
A class N1 of ﬁnite measures on @E which is in a 1–1 correspondence with the
class of moderate solutions in E was introduced in Section 2.3. We denote byN01 an
analogous class for the subdomain E0:
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that KCA is at a distance b40 from @E0 \A and that nAMðKÞ:
Let u be the maximal element of U dominated by
hðxÞ ¼
Z
K
kðx; yÞnðdyÞ
and let eu be the maximal element of UðE0Þ dominated by
ehðxÞ ¼ Z
K
k0ðx; yÞnðdyÞ: ð4:5Þ
Then uXeu on E0:
Proof. Consider
Ee ¼ fxAE : dðx; KÞ4eg; E0e ¼ fxAE0 : dðx; KÞ4eg:
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If eob; then E0eCEe; @Ee-E0e*Be ¼ fxAE : dðx; KÞ ¼ eg and @E0e \BeCEe: Let
ue ¼ VEeðhÞ; eue ¼ VE0eðehÞ: We have
ue þ GEecðueÞ ¼ h: ð4:6Þ
Hence ueXh: By the Mean value property 2.2.A and by 2.1.B, if e4e2; then
ue2 ¼ VEe1 ðue2ÞpVEe1 ðhÞ ¼ ue1
and (4.6) implies that ueku as ek0: Similarly, euekeu: The lemma will be proved if we
demonstrate that ueXeue in E0e: This follows from the Comparison principle 2.2.B
because eue ¼ ehph ¼ ue on Be
and eue ¼ 0pue on @E0 \Be: &
Lemma 4.3. If a measure nAN01 is concentrated on A0; then nAN1:
Proof. If the restriction of n to any compact subset K of A0 belongs to N1; then
nAN0 and, if it is ﬁnite, then nAN1: Thus we can assume that n is concentrated on a
compact set KCA0: Consider functions h; eh; u; eu introduced in Lemma 4.2. The
minimal harmonic function h dominating u has a representation
hðxÞ ¼
Z
K
kðx; yÞmðdyÞ:
By Lemma 4.1,
hðxÞ ¼
Z
K
k0ðx; yÞm0ðdyÞ; ð4:7Þ
where
m0ðdyÞ ¼ aðyÞmðdyÞ:
By Lemma 4.2, eupu and, since uph; we have euph: This implies ehph (because eh is
the minimal harmonic function dominating eu). By comparing (4.5) and (4.7), we get
nðdyÞpaðyÞmðdyÞ: Since mAN1; we deduce from 2.3.A and 2.3.B that nAN1: &
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that a moderate solution uZ in E and a moderate
solution u0Z in E
0 correspond to every ZAN 01ðAÞ:
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For CCA both functions wCAU and w0CAU
0 are deﬁned. Clearly,
w0CðxÞpwCðxÞ and for all xAE0: ð4:8Þ
Lemma 4.4. If a measure ZAN01 is concentrated on a closed subset K of A0; then, for
every yAA0;
lim
x-y
½uZðxÞ 
 u0ZðxÞ ¼ 0: ð4:9Þ
Proof. It follows from 3.1.C that
hZðxÞ ¼ h0ZðxÞ þPx1tozhZðxtÞ: ð4:10Þ
This implies hZXh0Z and
hZðxÞ 
 h0ZðxÞ-0 as x-y: ð4:11Þ
Eq. (4.9) will be proved if we show that
0puZ 
 u0ZphZ 
 h0Z in E0 ð4:12Þ
Note that
uZ þ GcðuZÞ ¼ hZ in E ð4:13Þ
and
u0Z þ G0cðu0ZÞ ¼ h0Z in E0: ð4:14Þ
Hence
uZ 
 u0Z ¼ hZ 
 h0Z 
 GcðuZÞ þ G0cðu0ZÞ: ð4:15Þ
On the other hand,
uZ þ G0cðuZÞ ¼ eh in E0; ð4:16Þ
where eh is the minimal harmonic majorant of uZ and E0: By using the Markov
property of x; we get from (4.13) and (4.16)
ehðxÞ ¼ hZðxÞ 
Px Z z
t
cðuZðxsÞÞds ¼ hZðxÞ 
Px1tozGcðuZÞðxtÞ for xAE0: ð4:17Þ
Since GcðuZÞphZ by (4.13), we get from (4.17) and (4.10),
ehðxÞXhZðxÞ 
Px1tozXhZðxtÞ ¼ h0ZðxÞ in E0
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which implies uZXu0Z in E
0: Since c is monotonic and g0pg; we have
G0cðu0ZÞpG0cðuZÞpGcðuZÞ: Formula (4.12) follows from (4.15). &
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that u0 is the restriction of uAU to E0 and let
trðuÞ ¼ ðL; nÞ; trðu0Þ ¼ ðL0; n0Þ: ð4:18Þ
We have
L0 ¼ L-A; ð4:19Þ
and n0ðCÞ ¼ 0 for every CCA0 such that C-L0 ¼ |:
Proof. 1: To prove (4.19) we consider the part x0 of the L-diffusion x in E0: If
yA@E0 \A; then, Pyx-a.s., u
0ðx0tÞ is bounded and therefore Fðu0ÞoN: Hence, L0CA:
For all xAE0; yAA; by Lemma 3.2,
0
PyxfFðu0ÞoNg ¼ PyxfFðu0ÞoN; t ¼ zg ¼ PyxfFðuÞoN; t ¼ zg ð4:20Þ
which implies L-ACL0:
If yAL0; then yAA: Hence Pyxftazg ¼ 0 for all xAE0 and, by (4.20),
PyxfFðuÞoNg ¼ 0: Therefore L0CL:
2: Denote byK the class of compact subsets of A0 such that the restriction of n0
to K belongs toN01: To prove the second statement of the lemma, it is sufﬁcient to
prove that
If KAK; Zpn0 add Z is concentrated on K ; then ZðCÞ ¼ 0: ð4:21Þ
Indeed, there exist mnAN
0
1 such that mnmn
0 and there are compact sets Km such that
KmmA0: Denote by Zm;n the restriction of mn to Km: If (4.21) is true, then Zm;nðCÞ ¼ 0
which implies that n0ðCÞ ¼ 0:
To prove (4.21) it is sufﬁcient to establish that:
ZAN1; ZðLÞ ¼ 0; uZpu: ð4:22Þ
Indeed, by (1.8), properties (4.22) imply that Zpn and therefore ZðCÞpnðCÞ ¼ 0:
It remains to prove (4.22).
The deﬁnition of K implies that ZAN01: By Lemma 4.3, ZAN1:
By (4.19), LCL0,ð@E \AÞ: Hence ZðLÞ ¼ 0 because ZðL0Þpn0ðL0Þ ¼ 0 and Z is
concentrated on KCA:
We have u0Zpu0n0pu0L0"u0n0 and therefore, by (1.9), u0Zpu0: Since uZðxÞphZðxÞ; we
have
lim
x-y
uZðxÞ ¼ 0puðxÞ for yA@E \K :
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By Lemma 4.4,
lim sup
x-y
½uZðxÞ 
 uðxÞ ¼ lim sup
x-y
½u0ZðxÞ 
 u0ðxÞp0 for yAA0
By the Comparison principle 2.2.B, this implies uZpu in E: &
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.1, it is sufﬁcient to check condition (B). We
need to prove that, if trðuÞ ¼ ðL; nÞ and if nðGÞ ¼ 0 where LCGC@E; then upwG:
The main step is to show that
lim sup
x-y
½uðxÞ 
 2wGðxÞp0 for all yA@E: ð4:23Þ
Fix y and consider a domain E0AEL;c such that @E0-@E contains a neighborhood
of y: We use the notation introduced in Lemma 4.5. Clearly, yAA0: By the deﬁnition
of EL;c;
u0pw0L0"u0n0pw0L0 þ u0n0 : ð4:24Þ
By (4.19), L0 ¼ L-ACG and therefore, by (4.8),
w0L0pwL0pwG: ð4:25Þ
Note that @E0 ¼ A0,B where B is the closure of @E0-E: By Lemma 4.5,
n0ðA0 \L0Þ ¼ 0: Hence n0 is concentrated on L0,B: By (1.7) and 3.6.B,
u0n0pw0L0,Bpw0L0 þ w0B: ð4:26Þ
By (4.24)–(4.26) and (4.8),
u0p2wG þ wB on E0:
Therefore
lim sup
x-y
½uðxÞ 
 2wGðxÞ ¼ lim sup
x-y
½u0ðxÞ 
 2wGðxÞp lim sup
x-y
wBðxÞ ¼ 0:
By the Comparison principle 2.2.B, (4.23) implies up2wG in E: Hence Zup2ZG:
Since ZG ¼ 0 or N; we get ZupZG: Therefore upwG: &
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3 for star domains
5.1. A domain E is called a star domain relative to a point c if, for every xAE; the
line segment ½c; x connecting c and x is contained in E: Theorem 1.3 will follow from
Theorem 1.2 if we prove that all bounded smooth star domains E belong to the class
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ED;u where u is given by (1.10). We relay again on Theorem 1.1. After some
preparations, we demonstrate that condition (B) in this theorem is satisﬁed in our
case. Without loss of generality, we can assume that c ¼ 0:
We use the self-similarity of the equation
Du ¼ ua in E: ð5:1Þ
Let 0orp1: Put Er ¼ rE; b ¼ 2=ða
 1Þ and
frðxÞ ¼ rbf ðrxÞ for xAE; fABðEÞ: ð5:2Þ
If uAU; then ur also belongs to U: Moreover, for ro1; ur is continuous on %E and
ur-u uniformly on each D!E as rm1: If f is continuous, then
VEð frÞðxÞ ¼ rbVErð f ÞðrxÞ for all xAE: ð5:3Þ
This is trivial for r ¼ 1: For ro1 this follows from 2.2.C because both parts of (5.3)
are solutions of Eq. (5.1) with the same boundary condition u ¼ fr on @E:
5.2. Preparations.
Lemma 5.1. Put
Yr ¼ expð
ZurÞ: ð5:4Þ
For every gX1;
P0jYr 
 Y1jg-0 as rm1: ð5:5Þ
Proof. 1: First, we prove that
lim
rm1
P0ðY kr 
 Y k1 Þ2 ¼ 0 ð5:6Þ
for every positive integer k: If (5.6) does not hold, then
lim P0ðY krn 
 Y k1 Þ
240 ð5:7Þ
for some sequence rnm1:
Note that
P0ðY kr 
 Y k1 Þ2 ¼ Fr þ F1 
 2Gr ð5:8Þ
where Fr ¼ P0Y 2kr ; Gr ¼ P0ðYrY1Þk:
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By Lemma 3.3 and (3.12),
Fr ¼ P0 exp½
2k/ur; XES ¼ exp½
VEð2kurÞð0Þ for all 0oro1: ð5:9Þ
We apply (5.3) to f ¼ 2ku and x ¼ 0: Note that fr ¼ 2kur: Therefore, by (5.3),
VEð2kurÞð0Þ ¼ rbVErð2kuÞð0Þ and (5.9) implies that
Fr ¼ exp½
rbVErð2kuÞð0Þ ¼ exp½
VErð2kuÞð0Þr
b ¼ ½P0 expð
2k/u; XErSÞr
b
: ð5:10Þ
Since /u; XrnS-Zu a.s., we have
Frn-F1: ð5:11Þ
Put
vrðxÞ ¼ 
log PxðYrY1Þk ¼ 
log Px exp½
kZur 
 Zu: ð5:12Þ
By 3.5.B and 3.5.A, vrAU and ZvrpkðZur þ ZuÞ: Therefore by 3.5.A,
vrpkður þ uÞ in E: ð5:13Þ
By 2.2.D, we can choose a subsequence rkn of the sequence rn such that vrkn converge
uniformly on each D!E to an element v of UðEÞ: By changing the notation we can
assume that this subsequence coincides with the sequence rn: By (5.12), Gr ¼ e
vrð0Þ:
By 3.5.A, P0e

Zv ¼ e
vð0Þ: By passing to the limit in (5.13), we get that vp2ku:
Therefore P0e

ZvXP0e
2kZu : By (5.10) and (5.11),
P0e

2k/u;XErS-F1
as r-1 along the sequence rn: Since /u; XErS-Zu; we get that P0e

ZvXF1:
Since vrnð0Þ-vð0Þ; we have Grn-P0e
ZvXF1: Because of (5.8) and (5.11), this
contradicts (5.7).
2: If gom; then ðP0jZjgÞ1=gpðP0jZjmÞ1=m: Therefore it is sufﬁcient to
prove (5.5) for even integers g ¼ m41: Since 0pY1p1; the Schwarz inequality
and (5.6) imply
P0jY kr Y m
k1 
 Y m1 jpðP0Y 2ðm
kÞ1 Þ1=2½P0ðY kr 
 Y k1 Þ21=2-0 as rm1:
Therefore
P0jYr 
 Y1jm ¼P0ðYr 
 Y1Þm ¼
Xm
k¼0
m
k
	 

ð
1Þm
kP0ðYrÞkY m
k1
-
Xm
k¼0
m
k
	 

ð
1Þm
kP0Y m1 ¼ 0: &
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Lemma 5.2. For every nAN1 and for all xAE;
PxZ
g
np1þ c1hnðxÞ2 þ c2GðhanÞðxÞ; ð5:14Þ
where c1 ¼ 12 eg=ð2
 gÞ and c2 ¼ g=ða
 gÞ:
Proof. For every probability measure P and for every positive Z
PZg ¼ P
Z Z
0
glg
1dl ¼
Z N
0
PfZ4lgglg
1dlp1þ
Z N
1
PfZ4lgglg
1dl: ð5:15Þ
Function
EðlÞ ¼ e
l 
 1þ l
is positive, monotone increasing and Eð1Þ ¼ 1=e: For each l40; by Chebyshev’s
inequality,
PfZ4lg ¼ PfZ=l41g ¼ PfEðZ=lÞ41=egpeqð1=lÞ ð5:16Þ
where qðlÞ ¼ PEðlZÞ: By (5.15) and (5.16),
PZgp1þ e
Z 1
0
gl
g
1qðlÞ dl: ð5:17Þ
We apply (5.17) to P ¼ Px and to Z ¼ Zn: By 3.5.A,
qðlÞ ¼Pxe
lZn 
 1þ lPxZn
¼ e
ulnðxÞ 
 1þ lhnðxÞ ¼ EðlhnÞ þ lhn 
 uln: ð5:18Þ
Since EðlÞp12l2; we have
EðulnÞp12ulnðxÞ2p12l2hnðxÞ2: ð5:19Þ
By 3.5.A,
lhn 
 uln ¼ GðualnÞplaGðhanÞ: ð5:20Þ
Formula (5.14) follows from (5.17)–(5.19) and (5.20). &
To every xAE there corresponds a capacity (we call it the Poisson capacity)
deﬁned on Borel subsets of @E by the formula
CapxðBÞ ¼ sup
nAPðBÞ
½GðhanÞðxÞ
1;
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where PðBÞ is the class of all probability measures on B: By 2.3.F, nAN1 if
GðhanÞðxÞoN for some x: Therefore, if CapxðBÞ40; then
CapxðBÞ ¼ sup
nAP0ðBÞ
½GðhanÞðxÞ
1; ð5:21Þ
where P0ðBÞ ¼ PðBÞ-N1: We use a bound
wBðxÞpCðxÞCapxðBÞ1=ða
1Þ; ð5:22Þ
where CðxÞ does not depend on B: For a ¼ 2; this is an implication of Theorem 3.19
in [Ms03].17 For 1oap2; (5.22) is proved by Kuznetsov [Ku03].
Lemma 5.3. If wBnð0ÞXg40 then there exist nnAP0ðBnÞ such that P0Zgnn are bounded
for every 1ogoa and, consequently, Znn are uniformly P0-integrable. The sequence Znn
contains a subsequence convergent weakly in L1ðP0Þ: Its limit Z has the properties:
P0Z40 and uZðxÞ ¼ 
log Pxe
Z is a moderate solution of the equation Du ¼ ua in E:
There exists a sequence bZk which converges a.s. to Z such that each bZk is a convex
combination of finite numbers of Znn :
Proof. It follows from (5.22) that, if wBnð0ÞXg; then for all n; Cap0ðBnÞ4d ¼
½g=Cð0Þa
1: By (5.21), GðhannÞð0Þo2=d for some nnAP0ðBnÞ:
There exists a constant c such that
hð0Þpc½GðhaÞð0Þ1=a ð5:23Þ
for every positive harmonic function h: Indeed, if the distance of 0 from @E is equal
to 2r; then, by the mean value property,
hð0Þ ¼ c
11
Z
Br
hðyÞdypðc1c2Þ
1
Z
Br
gð0; yÞhðyÞ dy; ð5:24Þ
where Br ¼ fx : jxjorg; c1 is the volume of Br and c2 ¼ min gð0; yÞ over Br: By
Ho¨lder’s inequality,
Z
Br
gð0; yÞhðyÞdyp
Z
Br
gð0; yÞhðyÞa dy
" #1=a Z
Br
gð0; yÞ dy
" #1=a0
; ð5:25Þ
where a0 ¼ a=ða
 1Þ: Hence (5.23) follows from (5.24) and (5.25).
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By (5.23),
hnnð0Þpc½GðhannÞð0Þ
1=apcð2=dÞ1=a
and (5.14) implies that, for every 1ogoa; the sequence P0Zgnn is bounded. This is
sufﬁcient for the uniform integrability of Znn (see, e.g., [Me66, p. 19]).
By the Dunford–Pettis criterion (see, e.g., [Me66, p. 20]), Znn contains a weakly
convergent subsequence. By changing notation, we can assume that this subsequence
coincide with Znn : The limit Z satisﬁes the condition P0Z40 because P0Znn-P0Z
and
P0Znn ¼
Z
@E
kð0; yÞnnðdyÞX inf
@E
kð0; yÞ40:
There exists a sequence eZm which converges to Z in L1ðP0Þ norm such that each eZm
is a convex combination of a ﬁnite number of Znn (see, e.g., [Ru73, Theorem 3.13]). A
subsequence bZk of eZm converges to Z P0-a.s. By Theorem 2.1 in [Dy04], all measures
Px are absolutely continuous with respect to P0 on the s-algebra generated by ZAZ:
Therefore bZk converges to Z Px-a.s. for all xAE: By 3.5.C, ZAZ and, by 3.5.D, uZ is
a moderate solution. &
5.3. Proof of condition (B). To prove this condition we introduce a function
QrðyÞ ¼ ePy0exp 
 Z z
0
urðxtÞa
1dt
 
ð5:26Þ
and we consider, for every e40 and every 0oro1; a partition of @E into two sets
Ar;e ¼ fyA@E : QrðyÞpeg and Br;e ¼ fyA@E : QrðyÞ4eg: ð5:27Þ
We investigate the behavior, as rm1; of functions
fr;e ¼ VEðurIr;eÞ and gr;e ¼ VEðurJr;eÞ: ð5:28Þ
We assume, as in condition (B), that
trðuÞ ¼ ðL; mÞ;LCGC@E and n is concentrated on G ð5:29Þ
and we prove:
Lemma 5.4. For every e40;
sepwG; ð5:30Þ
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where
seðxÞ ¼ lim sup
rm1
gr;eðxÞ:
Lemma 5.5. Fix a relatively open subset O of @E which contains G and put
Cr;e ¼ Ar;e-ð@E \OÞ; qðeÞ ¼ lim inf
rk0
wCr;eð0Þ:
We have
lim
ek0
qðeÞ ¼ 0: ð5:31Þ
Property (B) easily follows from these two lemmas. Indeed, fr;e and gr;e belong
to U by 2.1.D. By 3.6.B, wAr;epwO þ wCr;e because Ar;eCO,Cr;e: It follows from
Lemma 5.5 that
lim inf
e-0
lim inf
rm1
wAr;epwOðxÞ:
By 3.6.A, this implies
lim inf
e-0
lim inf
rm1
wAr;epwGðxÞ: ð5:32Þ
We have fr;epur and gr;epur by 2.1.B and
urpfr;e þ gr;e ð5:33Þ
by 2.1.F. Finally, by 2.1.E,
fr;epwAr;e : ð5:34Þ
From the bounds (5.33), (5.34), Lemma 5.4 and (5.32) we conclude that
uðxÞp lim inf
e-0
lim inf
rm1
wAr;e þ wGðxÞp2wGðxÞ: ð5:35Þ
Therefore Zup2ZG: Since ZG ¼N1fR-G¼|g; we get ZupZG and consequently
upwG:
It remains to prove Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5.
5.4. Proof of Lemma 5.4. Consider harmonic functions hr;e ¼ KEðurJr;eÞ: By (2.3),
gr;ephr;e: First, we prove that
hr;eð0Þpuð0Þ=e: ð5:36Þ
By applying 3.1.B to v ¼ ur and aðuÞ ¼ ua
1 we get
urðyÞ ¼ PyurðxzÞY ;
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where
Y ¼ exp 

Z z
0
urðxsÞa
1ds
 
:
By (5.26) and Lemma 3.1,
urðyÞ ¼ PyurðxzÞePxzx Y ¼ KEðurQrÞðyÞ:
Since eJr;epQrp1; we have
ehr;e ¼ KEðeurJr;eÞpKEðurÞ ¼ ur
and (5.36) follows because urð0Þ ¼ rbuð0Þpuð0Þ:
To prove that (5.30) holds at xAE; we choose a sequence rnm1 such that
grn;eðxÞ-seðxÞ: ð5:37Þ
Bound (5.36) and well-known properties of harmonic functions (see, e.g., [Dy02,
6.1.5.B and 6.1.5.C]) imply that a subsequence of hrn;e tends to an element he of H:
By 2.2.D, this subsequence can be chosen in such a way that grn;e-geAU: The
bounds gr;ephr;e imply that gephe: Hence ge is a moderate solution and it is equal to
um for some mAN1: By the deﬁnition of the ﬁne trace, nðBÞXm0ðBÞ for all m0AN1
such that m0ðLÞ ¼ 0 and um0pu: The restriction m0 of m to Gc satisﬁes these conditions.
Indeed, m0AN1 by 2.3.A; m0ðLÞ ¼ 0 because LCG; ﬁnally, um0pum ¼ gepu because
gr;epVEðurÞpur by 2.1.B and 2.2.A. We conclude that m0ðGcÞpnðGcÞ and m0 ¼ 0
since nðGcÞ ¼ 0: Hence mAN1ðGÞ and, by (1.7), umðxÞ ¼ geðxÞpwGðxÞ: By (5.37),
seðxÞ ¼ geðxÞ which implies (5.30). &
5.5. Proof of Lemma 5.5. Clearly, qðeÞpqðeÞ for eoe: We need to show that qð0þÞ ¼
0: Suppose that this is not true and put g ¼ qð0þÞ=2: Consider a sequence enk0:
Since qðenÞX2g; there exists a sequence rnm1 such that wCrn ;en ð0ÞXg: We apply
Lemma 5.3 to the sets Bn ¼ Crn;en : A sequence Znn deﬁned in this lemma contains a
weakly convergent subsequence. We redeﬁne rn and en to make this subsequence
identical with the sequence Znn :
Put un ¼ urn : By (3.17)
P0Znn e

Zun ¼ e
unð0Þ
Z
@E
Py0e

FðunÞnnðdyÞ
p
Z
@E
kð0; yÞePy0e
FðunÞnnðdyÞ; ð5:38Þ
where F is deﬁned by (3.18). Since c0ðuÞ ¼ aua
1Xua
1; we have
ePy0e
FðunÞpQrnðyÞ:
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Since nnAP0ðBnÞ and since Qrnpe on Bn; the right side in (5.38) does not exceed
en
Z
@E
kð0; yÞnnðdyÞ ¼ enhnnð0Þ:
Therefore
P0Znn e

Zun-0 as n-N: ð5:39Þ
Let 1ogoa: By Ho¨lder’s inequality,
jP0Znnðe
Zun 
 e
ZuÞjpðP0ZgnnÞ1=g½P0je
Zun 
 e
Zu jg
0 1=g0 ;
where g0 ¼ g=ðg
 1Þ41: By Lemma 5.3, the ﬁrst factor is bounded. By Lemma 5.1,
the second factor tends to 0. Therefore
P0Ze

Zu ¼ lim P0Znn e
Zu ¼ lim P0Znn e
Zun ¼ 0 ð5:40Þ
by (5.39). Since all measures Px are absolutely continuous with respect to P0 on the
s-algebra generated by ZAZ (Theorem 2.1 in [Dy04]), we get
PxZe

Zu ¼ 0 for all xAE:
Hence Z ¼ 0 Px-a.s. on fZuoNg which implies that PxfZpZug ¼ 1 and uZðxÞ ¼

log Pxe
ZpuðxÞ:
Let F ¼ @E \O: Since nnAN1ðFÞ; wFpunn by (1.7) and therefore ZF ¼
SBVðwF ÞXSBVðunnÞ ¼ Znun : By Lemma 5.3, there exists a sequence of bZk such thatbZk-Z a.s. and each bZk is a convex combination of a ﬁnite number of Znn : Therefore
ZpZF a.s. and uZpwF : Since wF ¼ 0 on O; we conclude that uZ ¼ 0 on O: Being a
moderate solution, uZ ¼ un for some nAN1 and thus Z ¼ Zn: By 2.3.F, the relation
unpwF implies that n is concentrated on F : We have nAN1; nðLÞ ¼ 0 and unpu: By
(1.8), npm and, since m is concentrated on G; we conclude that nðGcÞ ¼ 0: Hence,
nð@EÞpnðOÞ þ nðGcÞ ¼ 0 and Z ¼ Zn ¼ 0: This contradict the property P0Z40
which is a part of Lemma 5.3. Therefore (5.31) is true. &
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